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CONTACT US

CONSORTIUMJOIN THE DISCUSSION

STAKEHOLDER 
COMMUNITY 
ONCE-ONLY 
PRINCIPLE 
FOR CITIZENS

Regular workshops and events on once-only

Once-only knowledge base and glossary

Option to suggest once-only best-practice cases

Project documentation and updates

Online community platform

By joining the Stakeholder Community Once-Only 

Principle for Citizens (SCOOP4C) you gain access 

to useful background information. Among other 

things you will receive access to: 
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Join us on 
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www.fb.me/SCOOP4C

www.twitter.com/SCOOP4C

www.bit.ly/2lKVV1Z



About the Project

Demographic change, digitisation of societies and

other emerging challenges call for new innovative

models of public governance. Citizens and other

civil and private sector actors take a more active

and responsive role in ensuring prosperity, 

a secure living environment and economic growth.

The main goal of SCOOP4C is therefore to

investigate, discuss and disseminate how the

Once-Only Principle (OOP) can be implemented in

contexts of co-creation and co-production of public

services. It reduces thereby administrative burdens 

for citizens and strengthens economic growth.

WHAT IS ONCE-ONLY?
The once-only principle aims to provide 
government agencies and public administrations 
with the means to re-use the information citizens 
have already supplied to them.

BENEFITS
It reduces the administrative burdens on citizens 
and helps public administrations work faster, 
more transparently and efficiently.

CHALLENGES
Privacy and data protection of citizen´s 
information as well as transparency regarding 
the use of information have to be considered. 

Objectives of SCOOP4C

Build up and sustain a stakeholder community 

Identify, collect and share existing good 
practices across Europe

Discuss challenges, needs and benefits 

Synthesize best practices and push policy 
recommendations ahead

Identify relevant stakeholders and develop 
a stakeholder engagement plan

Develop a roadmap of areas of actions
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